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ABSTRACT

and third generation cellular infrastructures is surpassing
all expectations and several indicators are showing an extremely strong growth for mobile data-traﬃc over the coming years [2, 1]. For mobile operators, this growth is proving cumbersome to manage. In particular, in urban areas,
cellular access networks are showing increasing signs of congestion, especially at peak hour.
While the ongoing deployment of LTE, with a higher radio access capacity, is expected to help, it is acknowledged
that there is also a need to more eﬃciently use the available
infrastructure [3]. A recent trend has been WiFi oﬄoading [4, 5, 6, 7], where mobile operators take advantage of
their WiFi infrastructure and of terminals with heterogeneous access interfaces. When in range from a WiFi access
point (AP), the terminal will oﬄoad all IP traﬃc to the WiFi
interface, freeing up resources in the cellular infrastructure.
But behind WiFi oﬄoading is the more general idea of taking advantage of all connectivity options available, possibly
concurrently [8, 9]. Especially in urban environment, a terminal will have several access infrastructures in range, offering multiple connectivity options, typically WiFi, 3G or
4G. On the client side, with the proliferation of smartphones
and tablets, there is an increasing number of terminals that
have the ability to take advantage of these options.
There exist several technologies and protocols that allow
a terminal to take advantage of multiple interfaces. They
come with various tradeoﬀs, in terms of control path and
signaling, support of mobility or compatibility with current network deployments. They operate at diﬀerent layers and location in the network. Furthermore, while it can
be beneﬁcial to have multiple interfaces available, the optimal way of using them remains an issue largely open. For
instance, [8] showed that simply binding interfaces together
does not achieve the best throughput. Multipath TCP could
be used [10], but it is restricted to TCP and its performance
in a wireless environment remains to be assessed with a realistic mobile traﬃc distribution [11].
In this paper, our goal is ﬁrst to present an overview of
the diﬀerent solutions, protocols and technologies available
to support multiple connectivity in a cellular access scenario.
We characterize them mainly in terms of location in the networking stack, support for mobility and ﬂexibility in terms
of traﬃc scheduling, i.e. whether and how traﬃc can be explicitly directed to a particular interface. We then present a
preliminary evaluation of a subset of these solutions (3GPP
IFOM [7], Multipath TCP and application layer) which are
deployable in today’s mobile networks. In particular, we fo-

Multi-access connectivity in wireless networks is becoming
widely available. Most handsets on the market today support connectivity to multiple access technologies such as
HSPA, LTE or WiFi and can make use of some of them
in parallel. By oﬀering multiple access options, the available bandwidth and robustness of the connectivity can be
increased. There is a large design space to take advantage
of multiple connectivity. Various solutions and protocols
at diﬀerent layers and locations in the network exist, originating from diﬀerent viewpoints and problem statements.
They range from static low-layer tunneling approaches like
IWLAN or Mobile-IP to dynamic transport layer approaches
like multipath TCP up to highly sophisticated applicationlayer speciﬁc protocols.
Focusing on the network layer and above, we review a variety of these protocols and solutions by categorizing them,
exhibiting their properties, reasoning about their potential
behavior in the presence of Internet traﬃc and take a glimpse
on their impact on the network.
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Protocols
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless connectivity has become ubiquitous. According
to a recent report by Ericsson [1], global worldwide mobile
penetration is around 87% in the ﬁrst quarter of 2012. In
Western Europe, cellular data connectivity is widely available with the advent of HSPA. With ﬂat-rates, mobile subscribers are taking full advantage of their smartphones and
tablets. The amount of data-traﬃc transported by second
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In addition, from an architectural point of view, some solutions require a junction point located in the network, typically for Mobile IP.
We now discuss several protocols and solutions to take
advantage of multi-access connectivity. Our list is deﬁnitely
not exhaustive and is somewhat centered on solutions applicable to a cellular access context, but tries to be representative for the possible choices for multi-access connectivity
throughout the network stack. Our classiﬁcation is ordered
by the position in the networking stack, going from the network layer up to the application layer. For a brief summary,
see Table 1.

cus on potential overhead (in terms of signaling) with respect
to diﬀerent classes of traﬃc.
Because our initial motivation to start our study was coming from the oﬄoading context, we focused on solutions on
the network layer and above. Also solutions on lower layers
gain a lot from tight integration within the lower layer protocols. Therefore, this tight integration makes them mostly
infeasible for being used as a component in heterogeneous
systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present our classiﬁcation and apply it to a
selection of standardized multi-access connectivity solutions.
We present a ﬁrst evaluation of them in Section 3. Finally,
Section 4 describes further related work, discusses ongoing
and future work and concludes this short paper.

2.

2.1

A Note on Lower Layers Support

The lower layers of 3G, 4G and other wireless networks
have support for multi-access connectivity of diﬀerent grains
and complexity. While wireless LAN and 2G networks provide simple switch-overs between base stations, 3G networks
use soft handovers where during a transition to a new basestation, a terminal remains connected to the older one. For
LTE, there is ongoing work on cooperative multi-point (CoMP).
With CoMP, multi-access connectivity is available within
that single transport technology.
While these technologies are designed to be transparent to
the user’s terminal, its operating system and applications,
this also prevents them to choose whether to use those technologies. In heterogeneous access scenarios, solutions below
the network layer can not support transitions between different access technologies. Looking forward to choosing and
combining multiple access solutions, we decided to exclude
all solutions below the network layer from our comparison
due to the limitations mentioned above.

AN EXPLORATION OF MULTI-ACCESS
CONNECTIVITY APPROACHES

To categorize multi-access connectivity approaches, we
take a ﬂow-based perspective. The most ﬁne grained deﬁnition of ﬂow we want to take into account is a ﬁve-tuple
(i.e. source/destination address, transport-layer protocol
and source/destination port) identifying a connection between two Internet hosts. From this viewpoint, we consider
ﬁve basic dimensions for our categorization.
Flow Granularity One of the most important question is
at which granularity ﬂows are assigned to access interfaces. We see three types of granularity: (type 1) all
ﬂows are assigned to only one access interface at a time
e.g. for IWLAN, (type 2) one or more ﬂows can be assigned to any available access interface e.g. for IFOM,
and (type 3) a ﬂow is split among any available access
interface e.g. for multipath TCP or multipath RTP.

2.2

Network Layer

IWLAN & UMA.

Stack Location We identify multi-access solution functioning at the network layer (e.g. IP level like 3GPP
IFOM), transport layer (e.g. multipath TCP, SCTP,
multipath RTP) and application layer (RTP within
SIP/IMS sessions).

Interworking with wireless LAN (I-WLAN) [12] allows for
interworking and mobility between a WiFi and a 3G/4G infrastructure. It applies to the so-called packet domain in
3GPP lingo, i.e. I-WLAN is not usable for voice traﬃc in
the so-called circuit switch domain. It re-uses the 3G/4G authentication infrastructure. Through the WiFi AP, a trusted
tunnel is established from the terminal back to the 3GPP
core network of the mobile operator via the WLAN access
gateway (WAG).
I-WLAN is a network layer solution. It allows for a socalled 3GPP access point name (APN, which roughly corresponds to an IP address) to be assigned or moved to a
particular access interface. In that sense it oﬀers a type 2
ﬂow granularity and, in theory, allows for concurrent access.
The classiﬁcation in terms of mobility is a bit cumbersome.
While an APN (and all its associated ﬂows) can be moved
to another access interface, it is not possible to move ﬂows
across APN. In term of ﬂow scheduling, it oﬀers very little because a ﬂow, once associated with a particular APN,
remains bound to this APN.
Unlicensed mobile access (UMA) is the commercial name
of 3GPP generic access network (GAN). From an architecture point of view, it is very similar to I-WLAN. However, it
can transport all traﬃc, whether from the circuit or packet
domain, over a WiFi connection.
UMA is a network layer solution. It oﬀers type 1 ﬂow
granularity and hence, no concurrent access. In terms of

Mobility Because of the inherent mobile behavior of wireless access networks, it is important to classify any
multi-access connectivity solution in terms of ﬂow mobility. While some solutions can re-negotiate the available access at any time (e.g. multipath TCP, 3GPP
IFOM and all Mobile IP variants), some can only do
this negotiation at connection establishment (e.g. pre
RFC 5061 SCTP) or not at all as for many application
layer approaches which will just establish a new ﬂow
in case of mobility.
Concurrency Having several access interfaces available does
not necessarily imply that they can be used at the same
time. For instance, 3GPP approaches such as IWLAN
and UMA can only use one connection at a time. This
classiﬁcation criteria is highly related to the ﬂow granularity one, but we still believe it is necessary in itself.
Flow Scheduling Some solutions allow ﬁne grained control over the assignment of a ﬂows to particular interfaces. This is the case for all application layer solutions, but e.g. not for multipath TCP where this could
interfere with the desired fairness properties.
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Table 1: Comparison of Multi-Access Connectivity Solutions
Flow Granularity
Mobility Concurrency Flow
UMA
type 1 (per terminal)
no
no
I-WLAN
type 2 (per APN/IP)
yes
yes
IFOM
type 2 (per 5-tuple)
yes
yes
Multipath TCP
type 3 (per connection)
yes
yes
SCTP
type 3 (per connection)
yes
yes
IMS with regular RTP
type 2 (per RTP stream)
yes
yes
IMS with multipath RTP type 3 (per RTP stream)
yes
yes
HTTP based solution
type 2 / type 3 using ranges partially
yes

Scheduling
no
corse
ﬁne
no
ﬁne
ﬁne
ﬁne
ﬁne

control than multipath TCP. It also fully supports mobility,
in a similar fashion than multipath TCP.

mobility, the entire traﬃc can be switched from one access
interface to another. It oﬀers no possibility for ﬂow scheduling.

2.4
Mobile IPv6 / 3GPP IFOM.

Application Layer

Streaming with IMS and MPRTP.

IP ﬂow mobility and seamless oﬄoad (IFOM) is based on
dual stack mobile IPv6 [7]. Note that, unlike I-WLAN and
UMA, it is a LTE release 10 and onward solution. Hence,
it is essentially not currently deployable. With IFOM, the
terminal can simultaneously connect to a 3GPP access and
a WiFi access. It can exchange diﬀerent IP ﬂows belonging
to the same APN through diﬀerent accesses. IFOM also
enables seamless IP ﬂow mobility, with IP ﬂows belonging
to the same or diﬀerent applications being moved seamlessly
between access interfaces.
IFOM is a network layer solution. It oﬀers type 2 ﬂow
granularity and concurrent access. In terms of mobility,
ﬂows can be switched from an interface to another. Flow
scheduling can be done ﬂexibly on a per-ﬂow basis.
We ignore solutions like 3GPP LIPA and SIPTO, because
they are not multiple access solution from the terminal perspective ([7] see for a comparison).

SIP (RFC 3261) and the IMS architecture built upon it
are signaling protocols to negotiate media sessions (typically
phone calls and streaming sessions). Interestingly, they can
support the concurrent use of multiple contact IP addresses
for the (concurrent) registration of one or more IMS user
agents on terminals. This allows for the creation of multiple
IMS signaling paths to terminals. On these signaling paths,
signaling messages carry session description protocol (SDP)
messaging to negotiate media streams (i.e. calls or streaming). SDP allows for the (re-)negotiation of the streams of
one media session over multiple paths. In turn, this enables
application layer multipath transport.
From this point of view, IMS can oﬀer application layer
multipath support with a type 2 ﬂow granularity and concurrent access. From a mobility and ﬂow scheduling standpoint,
it is also extremely ﬂexible.
For multimedia streams, it is expected that RTP is used,
which only supports a single path. A multipath extension
to RTP is currently under discussion within the IETF [14]1 .
Multipath RTP can oﬀer type 3 ﬂow granularity with concurrent access, can support mobility (via IMS, SDP signaling
or the RTP control protocol)2 . Multipath RTP then keeps
statistics for each subﬂow, distributes the stream accordingly and reports an aggregate to the application to adopt
the stream rate. Flow scheduling can be very ﬂexible thanks
to SDP.

2.3 Transport Layer
Multipath TCP.
Multipath TCP [13] recently gained a lot of attention from
the research community. It distributes the traﬃc of a TCP
stream among multiple paths, performs congestion control
for each TCP sub-stream and can provide fairness between
multipath TCP and regular TCP streams sharing the same
bottleneck [13]. With multipath TCP a sub-stream can be
moved to another access interface and the IP address can be
updated.
Multipath TCP is a transport layer solution. It oﬀers type
3 ﬂow granularity with concurrent access. It fully supports
mobility since sub-streams can be seamlessly associated to
another access interface, or have the IP address of any endpoint changed. But in terms of ﬂow scheduling, it oﬀers no
support. The sub-ﬂow assignment is automatically handled.

HTTP.
Finally, generic multi access connectivity support can be
provided at the application layer when HTTP is used. HTTP
is by far the most popular application layer protocol in the
Internet today. Because of the mostly stateless nature of its
request/replay scheme, it is fairly straightforward to issue
requests for a given application over multiple access inter1

SCTP.

But an IMS multimedia-session may already consist of multiple RTP streams (e.g. one for audio and one for video),
note that then, multipath RTP could allow for the transparent distribution of any single stream over multiple links
without the need for the application to initiate the streams
to take care of.
2
For multipath RTP, there is currently no discussion on
how to choose paths except the proposed use of Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE, RFC 5245) or using
re-negotiation with SIP.

SCTP (see RFC 2960) is a reliable in-order datagram
stream transport protocol originally intended for telecommunication signaling. It supports concurrent use of multiple
access links and allows the application to inﬂuence the access
interface selections on a datagram stream basis. It also supports mobility via access renegotiation (RFC 5061). Hence,
SCTP is a transport layer solution. It oﬀers type 3 ﬂow
granularity with concurrency, but with more ﬂow scheduling
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interactive ﬂows which are long lived but are not limited by the bandwidth of the links and elephant ﬂows
which are long lived and are limited by the bandwidth
of the links (see [15] for more applications of this classiﬁcation).

faces. In addition to that, using ranged requests it is possible
to stripe the request of a large object over multiple available
paths.
With HTTP (at the application layer), type 2 ﬂow granularity with concurrency is possible. Flow scheduling can be
also very ﬂexible. But note that, as for IMS, HTTP has no
information about the underlying state of the access interface. Mobility is, strictly speaking, not supported. But it
can be emulated by stopping a ﬂow connection on one access interface and using a range request to open a new ﬂow
connection on another access interface.

3.

For the evaluation we assume a scenario with a terminal
connected through 3G and WiFi. Even though LTE/4G
networks have a much lower delay than 3G networks, we
stick to the 3G case because we believe 3G networks will
remain a relevant case for the coming years. We assume the
application and/or operating system has a choice to select
the outgoing interface (3G or WiFi) and whether to use
multiple access extensions for all layers above the network
layer.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION:
COMPARING IFOM, MULTIPATH TCP
AND APPLICATION LAYER SOLUTION
VIA HTTP

3.1 Network Layer: 3GPP IFOM with Dual
Stack Mobile IPv6

From the set of protocols and architecture presented in
the previous section, we decided to focus on 3GPP IFOM,
Multipath TCP and a generic HTTP-based application layer
support for this preliminary evaluation. We propose four
dimensions in which multi-access connectivity approaches
should be evaluated:

All variants of Mobile IP3 introduce additional delay by
going through a central junction point. The high delay of
2G/3G networks, compared to DSL or PON lines (behind a
WiFi access), might negate this eﬀect. With some unrepresentative measurements, we estimate using IFOM over DSL
with a 3G provider as home network will add about 30 ms
additional delay compared with a pure DSL access, but save
about 50 ms compared to pure 3G access. Depending on
the Mobile IPv6 variant used, the tunneling overhead is between 24 bytes (IPv6 Routing header type 2 only, see RFC
6275) and 68 bytes per packet (using RFC 6618 UDP encapsulation with AES as cypher). The network impact and
ﬂow size eﬀects largely depend on the distribution of ﬂows
between the accesses, but are not standardized in any way.
While this allows for optimization that can beneﬁt the
network and has only a few bytes tunneling overhead, the
use of a common junction point imposes an additional delay
compared with higher layer approaches.

Latency Overhead This captures how much latency can
be added, e.g. by tunneling to a junction point, or
removed, e.g. by using an access interface with a lower
latency per se. This has impact on user experience
and throughput. To quantify the latency overhead,
we take the diﬀerence between the latency with and
without the multi-access connectivity solution. When
a multi-access connectivity solution at a lower layer
uses a junction point, we need to compare the latency
overhead of that solution against using the available
access interfaces natively at higher layers. Because we
mainly focus on cellular carrier scenarios, this can have
surprising eﬀects.

3.2

Data Overhead This captures the additional bytes transmitted by in-band signaling like additional headers or
additional encapsulations for tunneling. We do not
take out of band signaling like tunnel setups in the
cellular backhaul into this dimension but treat it as
part of the network impact. While this is the most
obvious dimension, it is probably not the most important one because adding a few bytes to packets has a
lower network impact on wireless networks than sending additional packets.

Transport Layer: Multipath TCP

Multipath TCP directly communicates to the endpoint
over multiple paths, so it does not impose or save any latency. It adds data overhead at various stages of the protocol: 20 bytes for any SYN/ACK/SYN+ACK packet, an
additional TCP handshake per path and 28 bytes each time
part of the TCP connections sequence number space is mapped
to some path, which is negligible for elephant ﬂows and most
interactive ﬂows, but is unreasonable high for small ﬂows.
The developers of multipath TCP put great eﬀort to make
it TCP friendly . Multipath TCP doubles the TCP congestion control for the whole connection and each sub-ﬂow,
so multipath TCP ﬂow should not harm normal TCP when
sharing a common bottleneck. Depending on the interactions with lower layers, the overall network impact can be
good or bad, e.g. by causing signaling traﬃc to re-establish
cellular connections.

Network Impact This is the most diﬃcult property to
capture for multi-access connectivity technologies. Indeed, it is very versatile and hard to put into a metric. The main aspects in this category are how any
multi-access technology inﬂuences signaling overhead
and how a solution behaves towards other ﬂows in the
presence of congestion on a common path. In this paper, we only approach this aspect from a high level
perspective.

3.3

Application Layer: HTTP-based Solution

Providing multi-access connectivity at the application layer
allows for a great granularity and does not impose additional latency and byte overhead. The drawback of application layer solutions is that they have to be implemented

Flow-Size Eﬀects Multi-access technologies might behave
diﬀerently for diﬀerent ﬂow characteristics. We distinguish between the behavior towards short-lived ﬂows
(only few packets in each ﬂow, e.g. DNS queries or
HTTP dialogs never leaving initial TCP slow start),

3

If not using a corresponding node, which is unlikely to happen because it reduces the control of the operator and is very
hard to deploy without serious security impacts.
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5.

within the application, a protocol aware middle-box, or an
application-level proxy. In all three cases it is hard to react
to the conditions of the network. The network impact, if
not externally controlled, is most likely negative. Two TCP
connections to the same server take twice the bandwidth
of a single one in the presence of congestion at a common
point in the path to the server and are therefore unfair.
Depending on the type of ﬂows, diﬀerent strategies might
be useful: While elephant ﬂows can be split over multiple
ranged requests, small and interactive ﬂows will likely proﬁt
from choosing the path with the lowest latency and packet
loss.

3.4
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